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1. Introduction
In the course of investigating groups generated by f3; 4g-transpositions, Fischer
[3] was led to predict the existence of a simple group of order
4; 154; 781; 481; 226; 426; 191; 177; 580; 544; 000; 000
¼ 241:313:56:72:11:13:17:19:23:31:47:
Subsequently this group was constructed, using extensive computer calculations, by
Leon and Sims [7]. This group is now affectionately referred to as the Baby Monster,
BM for short (or, sometimes, B or F2). In [4] Griess gave a computer-free
construction of the Monster simple group thereby supplying a computer-free proof
of the existence of BM:
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The maximal 2-local geometry for BM; ﬁrst exhibited in [8], has the following
diagramatic description:
The minimal parabolic geometry for BM; given in [9], is a close relative of the above
geometry. Its diagram is
and we denote this geometry by GBM—note that GBM is a rank 4 geometry over
f0; 1; 2; 3g: (The groups displayed above the nodes are the stabilizers in BM of
certain objects in the geometry—see Section 2 for further details.)
One of the aims of this paper and its successor [12] is to probe the combinatorial
structure of GBM—more speciﬁcally we shall produce a detailed (global) picture of
GBM ; the point—line collinearity graph of GBM (where points, respectively lines, are
objects of GBM of type 0, respectively 1). The picture that emerges, not surprisingly,
interweaves various (interesting) conﬁgurations of the point residue geometry and
subgroups of Co2; Conway’s second simple group. (Some of the subgroups of Co2
we run into are: ð21þ6  24ÞA8; 21þ8Sp6ð2Þ; 21þ8U4ð2Þ; U6ð2Þ2; HS2—see Theorems 3,
4, 8, 9, 10.) We draw information about the point residue geometry mostly from
[11]—the reader is advised to have a copy of this paper to hand. Our approach
emphasizes the geometric lineage of GBM—however note that the vertices of GBM
may be identiﬁed with the 2B conjugacy class of involutions in BM (see [1] for class
names). Indeed, other graphs of this nature have been studied—for example, the
commuting graph on the 2A-conjugacy class of BM features in [3]. Another graph on
the same set is obtained if two 2A involutions are deemed adjacent whenever their
product is a 2B involution (this graph has diameter 3 and BM has permutation rank
5 on the vertex set, see [13]). This graph was employed by Segev [13] to prove the
uniqueness of BM and by Ivanov [5] to characterize certain of the Baby Monster
geometries.
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Now let G be a rank 4 geometry over I ¼ f0; 1; 2; 3g with its objects named as
follows:
Suppose that G is a subgroup of Aut G and assume that the following hold. (For
an explanation of notation used, see Section 2.)
(i) G is a string geometry.
(ii) For lAG1; jG0ðlÞj ¼ 3 and two collinear points of G determine a unique line.
(iii) For aAG0 and XAG3;Ga is isomorphic to the Co2-minimal parabolic geometry
and GX is isomorphic to a projective 3-space geometry (over GFð2Þ).
(iv) G acts ﬂag transitively on G:
(v) For aAG0; GaD21þ22Co2; QðaÞD21þ22 ¼ O2ðGaÞ and Z1ðaÞ ¼ ZðGaÞ ¼
ZðQðaÞÞDZ2: Moreover QðaÞ=ZðQðaÞÞ is isomorphic to the irreducible 22-
dimensional GFð2ÞCo2
module which occurs as a composition factor in the
Leech lattice reduced mod 2.
(vi) Let lAG1 and XAG3: Then GlD22þ10þ20ðS3  M222Þ has a unique minimal
normal subgroup of order 22 and GXD29þ16þ6þ4L4ð2Þ with QðXÞ ¼
O2ðGX ÞD29þ16þ6þ4:
We observe that all the above listed properties hold for G ¼ GBM and G ¼ BM; so
the results obtained below about the point-line collinearity graph G of G apply to
GBM : As a by-product of our analysis we deduce, in Theorem 11, an independent
proof that the Baby Monster geometry GBM is simply connected, a result originally
established by Ivanov [5].
Our ﬁrst theorem is something of a numerical summary of our results on G:
Theorem 1. Let a be a fixed point of G; and let DiðaÞ be the set of points of G distance i
from a. Then
(i) G has diameter 4 with collapsed adjacencies as given in Fig. 1; and
(ii) G has permutation rank 10 on the points of G; the sizes of the Ga-orbits D1ðaÞ;
Di2ðaÞ ð1pip3Þ; Di3ðaÞ ð1pip4Þ; D14ðaÞ being listed in Table 1 (these sets are
defined in (2.4)). Further, D2ðaÞ ¼ D12ðaÞ,D22ðaÞ,D32ðaÞ; D3ðaÞ ¼ D13ðaÞ,D23ðaÞ,
D33ðaÞ,D43ðaÞ and D4ðaÞ ¼ D14ðaÞ:
The orbit sizes given in Table 1 were also obtained in [6] for BM—some machine
assistance (and GAP) being required to work out the decomposition of the product
of the 2B class with itself. Our work here does not rely on any machine calculations
and moreover, apart from a reliance upon [10,11], is self-contained.
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The more intricate features of G are revealed in Theorems 2–10; in all of these
results a is assumed to be a ﬁxed point of G: For the notation used in Theorems 2–10
relating to orbits of Gax upon G1ðxÞ consult [11] (and Section 2 here). A word of
explanation about point distributions—for l a representative of a Gax-orbit on
G1ðxÞ ðxADijðaÞÞ; the point distribution gives the Ga-orbits of each of the three points
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Fig. 1.
Table 1
DijðaÞ Size of DijðaÞ
D1ðaÞ 2:34:52:23 ¼ 93; 150
D12ðaÞ 29:34:52:11:23 ¼ 262; 310; 400
D22ðaÞ 27:32:52:11:23 ¼ 7; 286; 400
D32ðaÞ 213:34:52:11:23 ¼ 4; 196; 966; 400
D13ðaÞ 217:34:52:7:11:23 ¼ 470; 060; 236; 800
D23ðaÞ 220:34:52:11:23 ¼ 537; 211; 699; 200
D33ðaÞ 224:32:52:7:11:23 ¼ 6; 685; 301; 145; 600
D43ðaÞ 224:52:23 ¼ 9; 646; 899; 200
D14ðaÞ 231:34:23 ¼ 4; 000; 762; 036; 224
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incident with l: By way of illustration, in Theorem 6 the assertion that lAH4 has
point distribution D122D
1
3 means that one point incident with l is in D
1
2ðaÞ
and the other two are in D13ðaÞ: While lA½0; 30; 1; 32S ; a22 having point distribution
D13D
3
3D
4
3 means that one point incident with l is in D
1
3ðaÞ; one in D33ðaÞ and
one in D43ðaÞ:
Theorem 2. Let xAD1ðaÞ: Then GaxD21þ21210M222 (with GxaxD210M222Þ has 5 orbits
on G1ðxÞ with point distribution as follows:
Orbit Size Point distribution
fx þ ag 1 fag2D1
a1ðx; x þ aÞ 462 3D1
a12ðx; x þ aÞ 21; 120 ¼ 27:3:5:11 D12D12
a22ðx; x þ aÞ 2464 ¼ 25:7:11 D12D22
a3ðx; x þ aÞ 22; 528 ¼ 211:11 D12D32
Theorem 3. Let xAD12ðaÞ; and put P ¼ fx þ y j yAfa; xg>g: Then GaxD½215ð21þ6 
24ÞA8 (with GxaxDð21þ6  24ÞA8) has 6 orbits on G1ðxÞ with point distribution as
follows:
Orbit Size Point distribution
P 15 D12D12
½7; 8; 0; 0P 120 2D12D22
½3; 8; 4; 0P 840 3D12
½1; 12; 2; 0P 3360 ¼ 25:3:5:7 D122D32
½0; 7; 0; 8P 15; 360 ¼ 210:3:5 D122D23
½0; 6; 1; 8P 26; 880 ¼ 28:3:5:7 D122D13
Theorem 4. Let xAD22ðaÞ; and put S ¼ fx þ yjyAfa; xg>g: Then
GaxD½21621þ8Sp6ð2Þ (with GxaxD21þ8Sp6ð2ÞÞ has 4 orbits on G1ðxÞ with point
distribution as follows:
Orbit Size Point distribution
S 63 D12D22
½7; 56; 0; 0S 2160 ¼ 24:33:5 2D12D22
½1; 20; 10; 32S 12; 096 ¼ 26:33:7 D222D32
½0; 30; 1; 32S 32; 256 ¼ 29:32:7 D222D13
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Theorem 5. Let xAD32ðaÞ: Then GaxD½211210L3ð4Þ2 (with GxaxD210L3ð4Þ2Þ has 9
orbits on G1ðxÞ with point distribution as follows:
Orbit Size Point distribution
fx þ ygðfyg ¼ fa; xg>Þ 1 D12D32
ða1; x þ y;þÞ 42 D222D32
ða1; x þ y;
Þ 420 D122D32
ða12; x þ y;þÞ 7680 ¼ 29:3:5 D322D23
ða12; x þ y;
Þ 13; 440 ¼ 27:3:5:7 D322D13
ða22; x þ y;þÞ 672 ¼ 25:3:7 3D32
ða22; x þ y;
Þ 1792 ¼ 28:7 D322D13
ða3; x þ y;73Þ 1024 ¼ 210 D322D43
ða3; x þ y;71Þ 21; 504 ¼ 210:3:7 D322D33
Theorem 6. Let xAD13ðaÞ: Then GaxD½2621024S6 (with GxaxD21024S6Þ has 12 orbits on
G1ðxÞ with point distribution as follows:
Orbit Size Point distribution
fx þ ygðfyg ¼ D1ðxÞ-D22ðaÞÞ 1 D222D13
H4 30 D122D13
H2 32 D322D13
½7; 56; 0; 0S ; a1 240 ¼ 24:3:5 D322D13
½7; 56; 0; 0S ; a12 1920 ¼ 27:3:5 2D13D23
½1; 20; 10; 32S; a1 192 ¼ 26:3 3D13
½1; 20; 10; 32S; a12 3840 ¼ 28:3:5 3D13
½1; 20; 10; 32S; a22 1920 ¼ 27:3:5 D132D23
½1; 20; 10; 32S; a3 6144 ¼ 211:3 D132D33
½0; 30; 1; 32S; a12 15; 360 ¼ 210:3:5 D132D33
½0; 30; 1; 32S; a22 512 ¼ 29 D13D33D43
½0; 30; 1; 32S; a3 16; 384 ¼ 214 D132D4
(Here S :¼ fx þ yg,H4,H2 and the aij are with respect to x þ y:)
Theorem 7. Let xAD23ðaÞ and put P ¼ fx þ y j yAD1ðxÞ-D12ðaÞg: Then
GaxD24ð21þ6  24ÞA8 (with GxaxDð21þ6  24ÞA8) has 6 orbits on G1ðxÞ with point
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distribution as follows:
Orbit Size Point distribution
P 15 D122D23
½7; 8; 0; 0P 120 D322D23
½3; 8; 4; 0P 840 2D13D23
½1; 12; 2; 0P 3360 ¼ 25:3:5:7 D132D23
½0; 7; 0; 8P 15; 360 ¼ 210:3:5 D232D14
½0; 6; 1; 8P 26; 880 ¼ 28:3:5:7 D232D33
Theorem 8. Let xAD33ðaÞ; and put CS ¼ fx þ y j yAD1ðxÞ-D32ðaÞg: Then
GaxD21þ8U4ð2Þ2 (with GxaxD21þ8U4ð2Þ2Þ has 8 orbits on G1ðxÞ with point distribution
as follows:
Orbit Size Point distribution
CS 27 D322D33
½15; 0; 12; 0CS 36 ¼ 22:32 D13D33D43
½1; 8; 2; 16CS 864 ¼ 25:33 D132D33
½3; 24; 0; 0CS 2160 ¼ 24:33:5 D132D33
½1; 0; 10; 16CS 4320 ¼ 25:33:5 D232D33
½0; 10; 5; 12CS 6912 ¼ 28:33 D332D14
½0; 10; 1; 16CS 13; 824 ¼ 29:33 3D33
½0; 15; 0; 12CS 18; 432 ¼ 211:32 2D33D14
Theorem 9. Let xAD43ðaÞ: Then GaxD2U6ð2Þ2 (with GxaxDU6ð2Þ2Þ has 3 orbits on
G1ðxÞ with point distribution as follows:
Orbit Size Point distribution
U1 891 ¼ 34:11 D322D43
U2 20; 736 ¼ 28:34 D432D14
U3 24; 948 ¼ 22:34:7:11 D13D33D43
Theorem 10. Let xAD14ðaÞ; and put HS ¼ fx þ y j yAD1ðxÞ-D43ðaÞg:
Then GaxDHS2DGxax has 5 orbits on G1ðxÞ with point distribution as
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follows:
Orbit Size Point distribution
HS 100 D432D14
½6; 60; 2; 32HS 3850 ¼ 2:52:7:11 D132D14
½0; 8; 28; 64HS 4125 ¼ 3:53:11 D232D14
½0; 60; 0; 40HS 15; 400 ¼ 23:52:7:11 2D33D14
½1; 40; 5; 54HS 23; 100 ¼ 22:3:52:7:11 D332D14
Theorem 11. GDGBM and GDBM: In particular, GBM is simply connected.
As may be apparent from the statements of the above theorems we will be
following the conventions and notation of the ATLAS [1] for describing subgroups
of G; with one exception. Namely, we suppress the dot(s) relating to whether an
extension is split or not. Also, in Theorems 2–10, our description and notation for
line orbits presupposes that the lines in a given point residue have been identiﬁed
with an appropriate set of vectors in the Leech lattice. In this paper and [12] we shall,
often without comment, move freely between the lines of G and the concrete
description of the Co2-minimal parabolic geometry given in [11].
Starting from the ﬁxed point a we work outwards describing the successive discs DiðaÞ;
i ¼ 1; 2;y: Our initial aim for each Ga-orbit of G0 we meet is to determine its size and
the structure of Gax (x a point of the orbit). With information about Gax to hand we
obtain the orbits of Gax upon the lines incident with x and are then able to ‘‘look out’’
from x: This paper lays down the basic results for our investigation of G and also
examines D1ðaÞ and D2ðaÞ: Then, in [12], we sweep out into the third disc D3ðaÞ: As will
be noted in Fig. 1, points in D13ðaÞ are adjacent to points in each of the Ga-orbits in D2ðaÞ;
D3ðaÞ and D4ðaÞ: So, looking out from a point in D13ðaÞ provides us with quite a
panoramic view of G: We also remark that D32ðaÞ is particularly useful to us not least
because the orbits D33ðaÞ and D43ðaÞ are deﬁned from D32ðaÞ: From a tactical point of view
D22ðaÞ and D33ðaÞ are valuable to us as points in such orbits have a small number of line
orbits. Consequently, this gives us good control over conﬁgurations involving these points.
For geometric connoisseurs we draw attention to the line orbits CS and
½15; 0; 12; 0CS (of sizes 27 and 36, respectively) emanating from points in D33ðaÞ:
These encode some vintage geometric objects—the 27 lines on the general cubic
surface in projective 3-space and the associated 36 ‘‘double sixes’’ (see [1, p. 26]). A
number of other interesting conﬁgurations may be discerned within G—for example
the line orbit HS (of size 100) from points in D14ðaÞ may be viewed as the Higman–
Sims graph (see [11, (3.8)]).
A more detailed account of how the structure of D3ðaÞ,D4ðaÞ is prised open will
be given in [12]. We now summarize how far we get in this paper. Theorem 2 follows
from (2.5), Lemma 3.9 and the deﬁnition of the Di2ðaÞ: The combined effect of
Theorem 4.4 and Lemmas 4.3, 4.10(i), (ii), 4.12(i), (iii) and 4.13 is to prove Theorem 3
with the exception of the point distribution for the line orbits ½0; 7; 0; 8P and
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½0; 6; 1; 8P : Using Theorem 4.8 and Lemmas 4.7, 4.10(i), (ii) and 4.15(i), (iii) we
obtain Theorem 4 apart from verifying the point distribution for the line orbit
½1; 20; 10; 32S : Theorem 4.9 together with Lemmas 4.12(i), (iii) and 4.15(i), (iii)
determine the structure of Gax for xAD32ðaÞ and the point distribution for the line
orbits (a1; x þ y;þÞ and (a1; x þ y;
Þ: Those line orbits not dealt with here must
await our investigation of D3ðaÞ,D4ðaÞ in [12].
2. Notation
We begin with some general comments and notation concerning geometries. First,
recall that by a geometry (over the set I) we mean a triple (G; t; Þ where G is a set, t
an onto map from G to I and  is a symmetric relation on G with the property that
for x; yAG; x  y implies tðxÞatðyÞ: We refer to  as the incidence relation of the
geometry and say that x and y are incident whenever x  y ðx; yAGÞ: For xAG; if
tðxÞ ¼ i; then x is said to have type i (or be an object of type i). As is usual, we
shorten ðG; t; Þ to G: For iAI ;
Gi :¼ fxAG j tðxÞ ¼ ig:
So Gi consists of all type i objects in G; and we have
G ¼ ’
[
iAI
Gi:
For SDG;GiðSÞ denotes the objects of type i incident with all objects of S; if
S ¼ fx1;y; xkg we sometimes write Giðx1;y; xkÞ for GiðSÞ: Let xAG: The residue
geometry of x;Gx; is deﬁned by
Gx :¼ fyAG j x  yg:
Now suppose G is a subgroup of the automorphism group of G: By GS or Gx1yxk we
mean the subgroup of G ﬁxing every object in S ¼ fx1;y; xkg and, for xAG; we deﬁne
QðxÞ ¼ fgAGx j g fixes every object in Gxg:
Then QðxÞIGx and Gx=QðxÞ is a subgroup of the automorphism group of Gx: For
HpGx; we set Hx ¼ HQðxÞ=QðxÞ:
Let us call the objects of type 0 (respectively type 1) points (respectively lines).
Then the point-line collinearity graph of G; denoted by G; is the graph whose vertex
set is G0 with x; yAG0 adjacent whenever G1ðx; yÞa|: If x; yAG0 are adjacent in G we
also say that x and y are collinear points. For x; yAG0; dðx; yÞ denotes the distance
between x and y in G and for jAN
DjðxÞ ¼ fzAG0 j dðx; zÞ ¼ jg:
For x; yAG0 we put
fx; yg> ¼ D1ðxÞ-D1ðyÞ and
Z1ðxÞ ¼ fgAGx j g fixes each point in D1ðxÞg:
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From now on G denotes a rank 4 geometry over I ¼ f0; 1; 2; 3g with G a subgroup
of Aut G: We name the object types of G as follows:
We refer the reader to [9] for more on minimal parabolic geometries and again list
the assumed properties of G and G:
(2.1)
(i) G is a string geometry.
(ii) For lAG1; jG0ðlÞj ¼ 3 and two collinear points of G determine a unique line.
(iii) For aAG0 and XAG3; Ga is isomorphic to the Co2-minimal parabolic geometry
and GX is isomorphic to a projective 3-space geometry (over GFð2ÞÞ:
(iv) G acts ﬂag transitively on G:
(v) For aAG0; GaD21þ22Co2; QðaÞD21þ22 ¼ O2ðGaÞ and Z1ðaÞ ¼ ZðGaÞ ¼
ZðQðaÞÞDZ2: Moreover QðaÞ=ZðQðaÞÞ is isomorphic to the irreducible 22-
dimensional GFð2ÞCo2
module which occurs as a composition factor in the
Leech lattice reduced mod 2.
(vi) Let lAG1 and XAG3: Then GlD22þ10þ20ðS3  M222Þ has a unique minimal
normal subgroup of order 22 and GXD29þ16þ6þ4L4ð2Þ with QðXÞ ¼
O2ðGX ÞD29þ16þ6þ4:
For the remainder of this paper and [12] G denotes the point-line collinearity graph
of G:
Let x and y be collinear points of G0: Then x; yAG0ðlÞ for some unique lAG1 by
(2.1)(ii). We shall use x þ y to denote l when we are viewing l in Gx and y þ x when
we are viewing l in Gy: Of course, x þ y and y þ x stand for the same line in G: Also
from (2.1)(ii) we have G0ðlÞ ¼ fx; y; zg for some zAG0: Let tðx; yÞ denote the element
of order 2 in ZðGzÞ; so /tðx; yÞS ¼ ZðGzÞ: Again tðx; yÞ ¼ tðy; xÞ—these kind of
elements of G appear in many of our arguments.
The Co2-minimal parabolic geometry, being isomorphic to the residue of a point
in G; looms large in shaping both the direction of our arguments and the way local
pieces of data ﬁt together to yield a global picture of G: Let xAG0: In determining the
point distribution of lines in G1ðxÞ we shall frequently call upon the arsenal of
information contained in [11] about line orbits of various subgroups of Gxx : For
brevity, result ðm:nÞ in [11] will be referred to as Oðm:nÞ: Letting lAG1ðxÞ we now
deﬁne the following subsets of G1ðxÞ:
(2.2)
a1ðx; lÞ ¼ fkAG1ðxÞ j G2ðl; kÞa|g;
a12ðx; lÞ ¼ fkAG1ðxÞ j ja1ðx; lÞ-a1ðx; kÞj ¼ 7 and G3ðl; kÞ ¼ |g;
a22ðx; lÞ ¼ fkAG1ðxÞ j ja1ðx; lÞ-a1ðx; kÞj ¼ 15 and G3ðl; kÞ ¼ |g;
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a3ðx; lÞ ¼ fkAG1ðxÞ j there exists mAa22ðx; lÞ and m0Aa1ðx; lÞ-a1ðx; mÞ such that
kAa1ðx; mÞ-a22ðx; m0Þg;
a2ðx; lÞ ¼ a12ðx; lÞ,a22ðx; lÞ:
Now the lines in G1ðxÞ correspond to the points in the Co2-minimal parabolic
geometry as discussed in [11] and the subsets of G1ðxÞ deﬁned in (2.2) match up with
the sets DijðlÞ of [11] as listed below:
a1ðx; lÞ2D1ðlÞ;
a12ðx; lÞ2D12ðlÞ;
a22ðx; lÞ2D22ðlÞ;
a3ðx; lÞ2D13ðlÞ ¼ D3ðlÞ:
Thus, consulting [11], we have
(2.3) Let xAG0 and lAG1ðxÞ: Then
(i) the Gxl orbits on G1ðxÞ are flg; a1ðx; lÞ; a12ðx; lÞ; a22ðx; lÞ and a3ðx; lÞ; and
(ii) ja1ðx; lÞj ¼ 2:3:7:11 ¼ 462; ja12ðx; lÞj ¼ 27:3:5:11 ¼ 21; 120; ja22ðx; lÞj ¼ 25:7:11
¼ 2; 464 and ja3ðx; lÞj ¼ 211:11 ¼ 22; 528:
Now suppose we are looking at the Gxyx-orbits of G1ðxÞ where y is some point in G:
This invariably leads us to subsets of G1ðxÞ of the form ½n1; n2; n3; n4yX ; XDG1ðxÞ;
where
½n1; n2; n3; n4yX :¼ fkAG1ðxÞ j ja1ðx; kÞ-X j ¼ n1;
ja12ðx; kÞ-X j ¼ n2; ja22ðx; kÞ-X j ¼ n3; ja3ðx; kÞ-X j ¼ n4g:
(See [11] for more on this—note that sets such as these appear in Theorems 2–10.) To
keep our notation to manageable proportions no mention of x is made in
½n1; n2; n3; n4yX : This should cause no problems since, whenever we use this notation,
it will be in the context of statements such as
‘‘x þ zA½n1; n2; n3; n4yX ’’:
The use of x þ z tells us the line x þ z is to be understood in G1ðxÞ; and by extension
we read ½n1; n2; n3; n4yX as being a subset of G1ðxÞ: There will be other subsets of
G1ðxÞ we shall encounter; their names here, with the same conventions as above,
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being listed in the right-hand column below:
Notation in ½11 Notation here
ðsee Oð4:4ÞÞ
ðD1;þÞ ða1; x þ z;þÞy
ðD1;
Þ ða1; x þ z;
Þy
ðD12;þÞ ða12; x þ z;þÞy
ðD12;
Þ ða12; x þ z;
Þy
ðD22;þÞ ða22; x þ z;þÞy
ðD22;
Þ ða22; x þ z;
Þy
ðD3;73Þ ða3; x þ z;73Þy
ðD3;71Þ ða3; x þ z;71Þy
ðsee Oð4:5ÞÞ
H4 Hy4
H2 Hy2
½n1; n2; n3; n4S;Dji ½n1; n2; n3; n4Saj
y
i
ðsee Oð4:7ÞÞ
Ui U
y
i
Now we come to the sets Dijð Þ with which we will tussle with at great length.
(2.4) Let xAG0:
(i) D12ðxÞ ¼ fyAG0 j there exists bAfx; yg> such that b þ yAa12ðb; b þ xÞg:
(ii) D22ðxÞ ¼ fyAG0 j there exists bAfx; yg> such that b þ yAa22ðb; b þ xÞg:
(iii) D32ðxÞ ¼ fyAG0 j there exists bAfx; yg> such that b þ yAa3ðb; b þ xÞg:
(iv) D13ðxÞ ¼ fyAG0 j there exists cAD22ðxÞ such that c þ
yA½0; 30; 1; 32xS where S ¼ fc þ zjzAfx; cg>gg:
(v) D23ðxÞ ¼ fyAG0j there exists cAD12ðxÞ such that c þ yA½0; 6; 1; 8xP where P ¼
fc þ zjzAfx; cg>gg:
(vi) D33ðxÞ ¼ fyAG0j there exists cAD32ðxÞ such that c þ yAða3; c þ b;71Þx; where
fbg ¼ fx; cg>g:
(vii) D43ðxÞ ¼ fyAG0j there exists cAD32ðxÞ such that c þ yAða3; c þ b;73Þx; where
fbg ¼ fx; cg>g:
(viii) D14ðxÞ ¼ fyAG0j there exists dAD43ðxÞ such that d þ yAUx2 g:
Our next result is very important in that it enables geometric facts about the Co2-
minimal parabolic geometry to be reinterpreted in G:
(2.5) Suppose x; y; zAG0 with y; zAD1ðxÞ; and assume that x þ yAa1ðx; x þ zÞ:
Then
(i) x þ y; x þ zAGP for some PAG2;
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(ii) yAD1ðzÞ; and
(iii) letting G0ðy þ zÞ ¼ fy; w; zg; wAD1ðxÞ and x þ wAGP:
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follow from (2.1)(i), (iii). By (2.1)(ii) y þ zAGP and hence
wAGP by (2.1)(i). Since any two points in a 3-space are collinear, wAD1ðxÞ: Then
using (2.1)(ii) again gives x þ wAGP; so proving (2.5). &
At certain points in this paper and [12] we will draw pictures depicting portions of
G: Instead of drawing
where x; y; z are points of G with fx; y; zg ¼ G0ðlÞ for some line l of G; we usually
draw
For the remainder of this paper and [12], a is a ﬁxed point of G: Since
we will be mostly (but not always) viewing G from a we may simplify some of our
above notation. For xAG0; instead of writing ½n1; n2; n3; n4aX (where
XDG1ðxÞÞ; ðaji; ; Þa;Hai ; ½n1; n2; n3; n4Sajai or Uai for a Gax-orbit of G1ðxÞ we will
just write ½n1; n2; n3; n4X ; ðaji; ; Þ;Hi; ½n1; n2; n3; n4Saji or Ui:
In the last four results of this section we shall employ the concrete description of
the Co2-minimal parabolic geometry given in [11, Section 3]. We take a moment to
review some of this description and to translate notation from [11] to our present
setting. Let xAG0: Then Ox denotes a 24-element set, which is assumed to be
equipped with the Steiner system S(24,8,5). The elements of Ox are labelled the same
as O in [11]. So
Ox ¼ ¼ :
The octads O1; O2; O3 are the heavy bricks of the MOG [2] which, as in [11], is
employed here for calculations in the Steiner system. Now assume the lines of Gx are
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identiﬁed with the appropriate type 2 vectors in the Leech lattice. In describing
such type 2 vectors we follow conventions and notation established in [11], the
most important being as follows. Firstly, fvi j iAOxg is taken to be an orthonormal
basis for R24 with inner product denoted by v  w ðv; wAR24Þ: Vectors of R24 are
speciﬁed either by placing the vi coefﬁcient in the ith-position of the MOG, as a
linear combination of the basis vectors vi or as a row vector; in the latter case the ﬁrst
and second entry will always correspond, respectively, to N and 14 of Ox: For
SDOx; vS denotes the vector
P
iAS vi: Letting a0 be as in [11], we have a set, denoted
here by Gox; of 2300 pairs faR; aLg of type 2 vectors in the Leech lattice, which satisfy
aR þ aL ¼ a0: Rather than writing faR; aLg in full we shall use /aRS or /aLS
instead. So for lAG1ðxÞ; here we have
lo ¼ f/lSAGox j l:l ¼716g:
These sets often come in for attention when we are using O(3.2) or O(3.3).
(2.6) Let x; y; zAG0 with y; zAD1ðxÞ and x þ zAa12ðx; x þ yÞ: Then
(i) without loss of generality, we may suppose
x þ y ¼ and x þ z ¼
in Gx; and
(ii) in Gx; the set flAG1ðxÞ j lAa1ðx; x þ yÞ-a1ðx; x þ zÞg ¼ f4v0 
 4v8; 4v3 

4v20; 4v15 
 4v18; 4v17 
 4v11; 4v4 
 4v13; 4v16 
 4v7; 4v10 
 4v2g:
Proof. Since Gxx is transitive on G1ðxÞ we may suppose that x þ y ¼ 4vN þ 4v14 by
O(3.1). Then part (i) follows because a12ðx; x þ yÞ is a Gxxxþy orbit by (2.3)(i).
By Rowley and Walker [10, Appendix] there are exactly 7 lines in a1ðx; x þ
yÞ-a1ðx; x þ zÞ: Each of the vectors l described in (ii) lies in a1ðx; x þ yÞ by O(3.1)
and l  ðx þ zÞ ¼ 0: So we need only show that lo-ðx þ zÞoa| and then O(3.2) will
give the result.
We have Alo-ðx þ zÞo for l ¼ 4v0 
 4v8:
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Similarly for the other vectors we consider
; ;
; ;
; Aðx þ zÞo:
Hence lo-ðx þ zÞoa| for each l; as required. &
(2.7) Let x; y; z;AG0 with y; zAD1ðxÞ and x þ zAa22ðx; x þ yÞ: Letting (without loss
of generality) x þ y ¼ 4vN þ 4v14 in Gx we have that
(i) x þ z is a vector of shape ð2; 2; ð72Þ6; 016Þ with the positions of the non-zero
entries forming an octad O containing fN; 14g; and
(ii) a1ðx; x þ yÞ-a1ðx; x þ zÞ ¼ fl j l ¼ 4vi74vj where iaj; fi; jgDO\fN; 14g and l 
ðx þ zÞ ¼ 0g:
Proof. Part (i) follows from O(3.1) and the deﬁnition of a22ðx; x þ yÞ: By Rowley and
Walker [10, Appendix] there are exactly 15 lines in a1ðx; x þ yÞ-a1ðx; x þ zÞ: Set
S :¼ fl j l ¼ 4vi74vj where iaj; fi; jgDO\fN; 14g and l  ðx þ zÞ ¼ 0g: Observe that
for a given fi; jgDO\fN; 14g; iaj; the condition l  ðx þ zÞ ¼ 0 means only one of
4vi þ 4vj and 4vi 
 4vj is in S: So jSj ¼ 15: Thus to prove part (ii) we need only show
that lAa1ðx; x þ yÞ-a1ðx; x þ zÞ for all lAS: Let l ¼ 4vi74vjAS: Then, with an
appropriate choice of sign, for v ¼ 4vN74vi we have v  l ¼716 and v  ðx þ zÞ ¼
716: So /vSAlo-ðx þ zÞo by deﬁnition. Also l  ðx þ zÞ ¼ 0 and thus lAa1ðx; x þ zÞ
by O(3.2). Since lAa1ðx; x þ yÞ by O(3.1), we are done. &
(2.8) Suppose x; y; z1; z2; z3AG0 with y; z1; z2; z3AD1ðxÞ; x þ z1; x þ z2Aa12ðx; x þ yÞ;
x þ z3Aa22ðx; x þ yÞ and fz1; z2; z3g ¼ G0ðz1 þ z2Þ: Then the octads underlying x þ
z1; x þ z2 and x þ z3 in Ox are pairwise disjoint.
Proof. Again using our concrete description of the Co2-minimal parabolic geometry
we may assume x þ y ¼ 4vN þ 4v14: Since a22ðx; x þ yÞ is a Gxxxþy orbit of G1ðxÞ we
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may let x þ z3 ¼ byO(3.1). So the octad underlying x þ z3 is
O1: Consider the lines
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Then ki  ðx þ z3Þ ¼ ki 0  ðx þ z3Þ ¼ 0 and /viS;/vi 0SAkoi-ðki 0Þo-ðx þ z3Þo for all
i ¼ 1;y; 8 where
Therefore ki; ki
0Aa1ðx; x þ z3Þ-a12ðx; x þ yÞ by O(3.2) and G2ðki; ki 0; x þ z3Þa| for
all i ¼ 1;y; 8; by O(3.3). For any pair of disjoint octads in O2,O3 we can use the
same argument to ﬁnd 8 pairs of lines with the same properties as ki; ki
0; i ¼ 1;y; 8:
Therefore, we obtain a total of 120 pairs of lines fk; k0g with k; k0Aa1ðx1x þ
z3Þ-a12ðx; x þ yÞ and G2ðk; k0; x þ z3Þa| such that the octads underlying k; k0 and
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x þ z3 are pairwise disjoint. By Rowley and Walker [10, Appendix] there are exactly
240 lines in a1ðx; x þ z3Þ-a12ðx; x þ yÞ and so we have proved (2.8). &
(2.9) Suppose xAG0; and let l; kAG1ðxÞ:
(i) If kAa12ðx; lÞ; then GxxlkD2423ðL3ð2Þ  2Þ:
(ii) If kAa22ðx; lÞ; then GxxlkD2524S6:
(iii) If kAa3ðx; lÞ; then GxxlkDL3ð4Þ2:
Proof. By (2.3)(i) we may suppose l ¼ 4vN þ 4v14 and
k ¼ ðif kAa12ðx; lÞÞ
¼ ðif kAa22ðx; lÞÞ
¼ ðif kAa3ðx; lÞÞ:
Considering the action of GxxlD2
10M222 on the above gives (2.9). &
One ﬁnal notational matter—our version of the global positioning system (GPS)
satellite network is to reserve the letter b for points in D1ðaÞ; c and d for points in
D2ðaÞ; e and f for points in D3ðaÞ; together with various decorations for these letters
such as subscripts and primes. Also, Fig. 1 is a useful map (in the cartographical
sense) for keeping ones bearings.
3. Preliminaries and D1ðaÞ
We begin by establishing a number of facts about the involutions tðx; yÞ:
Lemma 3.1. Let lAG1 with G0ðlÞ ¼ fx; y; zg: Then
(i) ftðx; yÞ; tðy; zÞ; tðx; zÞg is the set of non-trivial elements of a normal fours
subgroup of Gl ; and
(ii) tðx; yÞAQðxÞ-QðyÞ:
Proof. The deﬁnition of tð ; Þ and (2.1)(vi) give (i) and then part (ii) follows from (i)
and (2.1)(v). &
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Lemma 3.2 is very important in many of our later arguments.
Lemma 3.2. Let xAG0; yAD1ðxÞ and lAG1ðxÞ: Then tðx; yÞ interchanges the two
points in G0ðlÞ\fxg if and only if lAa3ðx; x þ yÞ:
Proof. Let lAG1ðxÞ: If lAa1ðx; x þ yÞ; then for zAG0ðlÞ we have zAD1ðyÞ by (2.5)(ii).
Since tðx; yÞAQðxÞ-QðyÞ and lax þ y; (2.5)(ii) implies that tðx; yÞ ﬁxes z: Thus
tðx; yÞ ﬁxes all the points in G0ðlÞ whenever lAa1ðx; x þ yÞ:
From Lemma 3.1(i) tðx; yÞeZ1ðxÞ ð¼ /tðy; zÞS; if G0ðx þ yÞ ¼ fx; z; ygÞ: Also,
using (2.1)(vi) we have that 22þ10þ20ð2 M222Þ ð¼ GxxþyÞ centralizes tðx; yÞ and
Z1ðxÞ: Consequently if k; k0AG1ðxÞ and k and k0 are in the same Gxxþy-orbit (or,
equivalently, Gxxxþy-orbit), then tðx; yÞ interchanges/ﬁxes the two points in G0ðkÞ\fxg
implies that tðx; yÞ interchanges/ﬁxes the two points in G0ðk0Þ\fxg:
We now wish to pull information from [10] into the residue of x: For a short
while we work in the Co2-minimal parabolic geometry. So lines and 3-spaces
in G1ðxÞ correspond to points and planes in [10]. With x þ y corresponding
to a in [10, Lemma 5.9(i) and (iii)] yields seven points ki incident with a plane X
as follows:
where k1; k2; k3; k4AD3ðx þ yÞ; k5; k6AD12ðx þ yÞ and k7AD22ðx þ yÞ:
Back in Gx this gives us seven lines ki all incident with a 3-space X and
k1; k2; k3; k4Aa3ðx; x þ yÞ; k5; k6Aa12ðx; x þ yÞ; k7Aa22ðx; x þ yÞ: If tðx; yÞAQðX Þ;
then tðx; yÞ ﬁxes all objects incident with X and thus tðx; yÞ ﬁxes all the points in
G0ðkiÞ; 1pip7: But then tðx; yÞAZ1ðxÞ; which is not the case. Thus tðx; yÞeQðX Þ:
Since tðx; yÞAQðxÞ ¼ O2ðGxÞ; 1atðx; yÞAO2ðGxX ÞD23 (where GxX ¼
GxX=QðX ÞD23L3ð2ÞpL4ð2ÞÞ: We identify GX with the 1-spaces, 2-spaces and 3-
spaces of a 4-dimensional GF(2)-vector space V. Without loss of generality, we take
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x ¼ /ð1; 0; 0; 0ÞS and, since O2ðGxX Þ\f1g is a GxX -conjugacy class,
tðx; yÞ ¼
1 1
1
1
1
0
BBB@
1
CCCA:
In this setting, k1;y; k7 are the 2-subspaces of V containing (1,0,0,0). A quick
matrix calculation shows that tðx; yÞ (and hence tðx; yÞÞ interchanges G0ðkiÞ\fxg for
four of the ki and ﬁxes all of G0ðkiÞ for the remaining three. Given the Gxxxþy-orbits
the ki belong to, we infer that tðx; yÞ ﬁxes all the points in G0ðlÞ for lAa12ðx; x þ
yÞ,a22ðx; x þ yÞ and tðx; yÞ interchanges G0ðlÞ\fxg for lAa3ðx; x þ yÞ: This
completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. &
Lemma 3.3. Let x; y; zAG0 and assume that yAD1ðxÞ; zAD1ðxÞ and x þ yAa1
ðx; x þ zÞ: Then tðx; yÞtðx; zÞ ¼ tðy; zÞ:
Proof. Letting G0ðx þ yÞ ¼ fx; z0; yg;G0ðx þ zÞ ¼ fx; y0; zg and G0ðy þ zÞ ¼
fy; x0; zg; we have x; y; z; x0; y0; z0AGP for some PAG2 by (2.5). So
{x0; y0; z0g ¼ G0ðlÞ for some lAG1ðPÞ whence, by deﬁnition of tð ; Þ and Lemma
3.1(i), tðx; yÞtðx; zÞ ¼ tðy; zÞ: &
Lemma 3.4. Suppose x; y; zAG0 with xAD1ðyÞ; yAD1ðzÞ and zAD1ðxÞ: Then the
following hold:
(i) either x þ y ¼ x þ z or x þ yAa1ðx; x þ zÞ;
(ii) fx; y; zgDG0ðPÞ for some PAG2; and
(iii) tðx; yÞtðx; zÞ ¼ tðy; zÞ:
Proof. We ﬁrst prove part (i). So we assume x þ yax þ z and deduce that x þ
yAa1ðx; x þ zÞ: By (2.1)(ii) x þ y; x þ z and y þ z are three distinct lines.
(3.4.1) x þ zea3ðx; x þ yÞ:
If x þ zAa3ðx; x þ yÞ; then ztðx;yÞAG0ðx þ zÞ\fzg and ztðx;yÞAG0ðy þ zÞ by Lemmas
3.1(ii) and 3.2. Thus z þ x ¼ z þ y which is not the case. Therefore x þ zea3ðx; x þ yÞ:
(3.4.2) x þ zea2ðx; x þ yÞ:
Supposing x þ zAa2ðx; x þ yÞ we argue for a contradiction. From Rowley and
Walker [10, Appendix] there exists wAD1ðxÞ such that x þ wAa1ðx; x þ yÞ-a3
ðx; x þ zÞ: By Lemma 3.3 tðx; yÞtðx; wÞ ¼ tðy; wÞ and so tðy; wÞtðx; yÞ ¼ tðx; wÞ:
Hence tðx; wÞAQðyÞ by Lemma 3.1(ii). So ztðx;wÞAG0ðy þ zÞ: Again using
Lemma 3.2 ztðx;wÞAG0ðx þ zÞ\fzg which then forces z þ x ¼ z þ ztðx;wÞ ¼ z þ y; a
contradiction.
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Together (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) imply that x þ yAa1ðx; x þ zÞ; so giving (i). Now part
(ii) follows from part (i) and (2.5), while part (iii) is a consequence of part (i) and
Lemmas 3.1(i) and 3.3. &
Lemma 3.5. Let x; yAG0 with xAD2ðyÞ and suppose z1; z2Afx; yg> with z1AD2ðz2Þ: If
G0ðx þ z1Þ ¼ fx; w1; z1g and G0ðy þ z2Þ ¼ fy; w2; z2g; then w1AD1ðw2Þ:
Proof. We have
Since z1AD2ðz2Þ; x þ z1ea1ðx; x þ z2Þ by (2.5)(ii). Suppose x þ z1Aa3ðx; x þ z2Þ:
Then tðx; z2Þ interchanges w1 and z1 by Lemma 3.2. If tðx; z2Þ ﬁxes y; then w1AD1ðyÞ
and (2.5)(iii) and Lemma 3.4(i) imply that yAD1ðxÞ; contrary to our assumption.
Hence tðx; z2Þ interchanges y and w2 because tðx; z2ÞAQðz2Þ by Lemma 3.1(ii). Thus
w1AD1ðw2Þ; as required. Next, we assume that x þ z1Aa2ðx; x þ z2Þ: Appealing to
Rowley and Walker [10, Appendix] there exists x0AD1ðxÞ with x þ x0Aa3ðx; x þ
z1Þ-a1ðx; x þ z2Þ: Then x0AD1ðz2Þ by (2.5)(ii). Let t :¼ tðx; x0Þ: Lemma 3.2 implies
that t interchanges w1 and z1: Also t ¼ tðz2; xÞtðz2; x0Þ by Lemma 3.4(iii) and thus
tAQðz2Þ: We now argue as in the case x þ z1Aa3ðx; x þ z2Þ to show that t must
interchange y and w2: Hence w1AD1ðw2Þ as before and the proof of the lemma is
complete. &
The next three results are useful for matching up line orbits in different point
residues.
Lemma 3.6. Let L and Y be distinct Ga-orbits of G and let xAL; yAY be such that
dðx; yÞ ¼ 1: If D1ðxÞ-Y is a Gax-orbit, then D1ðyÞ-L is a Gay-orbit and
jD1ðyÞ-Lj ¼ ½Gay : Gayx ¼ jLjjYj jD1ðxÞ-Yj:
Proof. So we have jLj ¼ ½Ga : Gax and jYj ¼ ½Ga : Gay: Also, since D1ðxÞ-Y is
a Gax-orbit, jD1ðxÞ-Yj ¼ ½Gax : Gaxy: By counting edges of G between L and Y
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we deduce that
½Ga : GayjD1ðyÞ-Lj ¼ jYjjD1ðyÞ-Lj ¼ jLjjD1ðxÞ-Yj
¼ ½Ga : Gax½Gax : Gaxy ¼ ½Ga : Gaxy
¼ ½Ga : Gay½Gay : Gayx:
Hence jD1ðyÞ-Lj ¼ ½Gay : Gayx; which yields the lemma. &
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that L and Y and distinct Ga-orbits of G and let xAL; yAY be
such that dðx; yÞ ¼ 1: Let Ox be the Gax-orbit of G1ðxÞ which contains x þ y; and put
L ¼ SfOgx j gAGag: If G0ðx þ yÞD/ L,Y; then
(i) G1ðyÞ-L is a Gay-orbit of G1ðyÞ; and
(ii) jG1ðyÞ-Lj ¼ jOxj jLjjYj :
Proof. It is evident that L is a Ga-orbit of G1: By hypothesis, for lAL; we have
jG0ðlÞ-Lj ¼ 1 ¼ jG0ðlÞ-Yj: We ﬁrst show that
(3.7.1) G1ðxÞ-L ¼ Ox:
Clearly, from the deﬁnition of L;OxDG1ðxÞ-L: Let kAG1ðxÞ-L: Then k ¼ lg for
some lAOx and some gAGa: Hence x; xgAG0ðkÞ: Since jG0ðkÞ-Lj ¼ 1; x ¼ xg and
so gAGax: Thus k ¼ lgAOx; so proving (3.7.1).
By (3.7.1), for y ¼ xgðgAGaÞ; we have G1ðyÞ-L ¼ Ogx: Since L ¼ ’
S
yAL G1ðyÞ-L;
we deduce that jLj ¼ jOxjjLj:
Now let Oy be the Gay-orbit of G1ðyÞ containing y þ x: Then OyDG1ðyÞ-L:
Arguing as in (3.7.1) gives Oy ¼ G1ðyÞ-L and hence (i) holds. Since, for z ¼
ygðgAGaÞ;G1ðzÞ-L ¼ Ogy and L ¼ ’
S
zAY G1ðzÞ-L; jLj ¼ jOyjjYj; whence we ob-
tain (ii). &
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that L and Y are distinct Ga-orbits of G and let xAL; yAY be
such that dðx; yÞ ¼ 1: Assume that jG0ðx þ yÞ-Lj ¼ 1 and jG0ðx þ yÞ-Yj ¼ 2 and
that there exists tAGa such that t interchanges the two points in G0ðx þ yÞ-Y: Let Ox
and Oy be, respectively, the Gax (respectively Gay)-orbit of G1ðxÞ (respectively G1ðyÞ)
containing x þ y (respectively y þ x). Set L ¼ SfOgx j gAGag and M ¼
SfOgy j gAGag:
Then G1ðyÞ-L ¼ Oy;G1ðxÞ-M ¼ Ox and therefore L ¼ M: Moreover,
2jOxj jLj ¼ jOyj jYj:
Proof. First, we verify that G1ðyÞ-L ¼ Oy: Clearly we have OyDG1ðyÞ-L: Let
kAG1ðyÞ-L: Then k ¼ ðy þ xÞg for some gAGa (since L is a Ga-orbit of G1), with
y; ygAG0ðkÞ-Y: If y ¼ yg; then gAGay: whence k ¼ ðy þ xÞgAOy: If yayg; then
since k is in the same Ga-orbit as x þ y; there exists sAGa which interchanges y and
yg: So y ¼ ygs and ks ¼ k: Consequently gsAGay and hence we also have k ¼ ks ¼
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ðy þ xÞgsAOy: Therefore G1ðyÞ-L ¼ Oy: Now arguing as in Lemma 4.5 we may
complete the proof of the lemma. &
Our quest to understand G gets under way with our next result.
Lemma 3.9. (i) D1ðaÞ is a Ga-orbit and, for xAD1ðaÞ; GaxD21þ21210M222 with
GxaxD2
10M222 (the stabilizer in G
x
x of the line x þ a).
(ii) jD1ðaÞj ¼ 2:34:52:23:
Proof. From (2.1)(iv) Ga is transitive on G1ðaÞ: Let xAD1ðaÞ: Choose x0AD1ðaÞ with
a þ x0Aa3ða; a þ xÞ: Then tða; x0Þ interchanges Gða þ xÞ\fag by Lemma 3.2 and
therefore D1ðaÞ is a Ga-orbit with Gax and Gxax as stated in (i). Since
jD1ðaÞj ¼ 2jG1ðaÞj ¼ 2:34:52:23;
the lemma holds. &
Lemma 3.10. Suppose x; yAG0 with yAD1ðxÞ: Then QðyÞxx ¼ O2ðGxxyÞD210 and
jQðxÞ-QðyÞj ¼ 212:
Proof. First, we note that QðyÞx ¼ QðyÞ-Gx is a normal 2-subgroup of Gxy: Since
O2ðGxxyÞ is a 10-dimensional chief factor of Gyxy by Lemma 3.9(i), either QðyÞxx ¼
O2ðGxxyÞD210 or QðyÞxx ¼ 1: Suppose that QðyÞxx ¼ 1 holds. Then QðyÞxpQðxÞ-
Gy ¼ QðxÞy: Since jQðyÞxj ¼ jQðxÞyj; this then gives QðyÞx ¼ QðxÞ-Gy: Now choose
z; wAD1ðxÞ so as x þ zAa1ðx; x þ yÞ; x þ wAa2ðx; x þ yÞ and x þ zAa3ðx; x þ wÞ: By
(2.5) zAD1ðyÞ and y þ z; y þ xAG1ðPÞ for some PAG2: Put t ¼ tðx; wÞ: Using
Lemma 3.2 gives ztaz and yt ¼ y: So, by Lemma 3.1(ii), tAQðxÞ-Gy ¼
QðyÞxpQðyÞ: But then zt ¼ z; a contradiction. Thus we conclude that QðyÞxx ¼
O2ðGxxyÞD210 from which we also obtain jQðxÞ-QðyÞj ¼ 212: &
4. The Ga-orbits of D2ðaÞ
Here we shall explore in detail the second disc of a: First we observe, as a
consequence of (2.3), (2.4), and Lemmas 3.4(i) and 3.9(i), that
Lemma 4.1. D2ðaÞ ¼ D12ðaÞ,D22ðaÞ,D32ðaÞ:
We now investigate, in turn, D12ðaÞ;D22ðaÞ and D32ðaÞ: After our next result,
concerning intermediate points fx; yg>; we begin looking at D12ðaÞ:
Lemma 4.2. Let x; yAG0 with yAD2ðxÞ: Suppose z1; z2Afx; yg> with z1az2: Then
z1 þ xea3ðz1; z1 þ yÞ:
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Proof. We assume that z1 þ xAa3ðz1; z1 þ yÞ; and argue for a contradiction. We have
where G0ðx þ z1Þ ¼ fx; w3; z1g; G0ðy þ z1Þ ¼ fy; w1; z1g and G0ðy þ z2Þ ¼
fy; w2; z2g: By Lemma 3.2, tðx; z1Þ interchanges y and w1: Since tðx; z1ÞAZðQðw3ÞÞ
by deﬁnition and w2AD1ðw3Þ by Lemma 3.5, tðx; z1ÞAGw2 : Hence w2AD1ðw1Þ and
thus y þ z1Aa1ðy; y þ z2Þ by Lemma 3.4(i). Now 2.5(ii) yields z2AD1ðz1Þ: Therefore
z1 þ z2Aa1ðz1; z1 þ xÞ-a1ðz1; z1 þ yÞ again by Lemma 3.4(i) and so z1 þ
xAa2ðz1; z1 þ yÞ by deﬁnition. With this contradiction, the lemma is proved. &
Lemma 4.3. Let xAD12ðaÞ and bAfa; xg> with b þ aAa12ðb; b þ xÞ: Set I ¼ ðD1ðbÞ-
fa; xg>Þ,fbg: Then
(i) jI j ¼ 15;
(ii) for any yAI ; y þ aAa12ðy; y þ xÞ and I ¼ ðD1ðyÞ-fa; xg>Þ,fyg; and
(iii) fx þ yjyAIg may be identified with P as defined in Oð3:5Þ:
Proof. Since Gb is transitive on G1ðbÞ and a12ðb; b þ xÞ is a Gbbþx-orbit of
G1ðbÞ we may set b þ x ¼ 4vN þ 4v14 and b þ a ¼ 2vO3 : There exist exactly 7 lines
lAa1ðb; b þ aÞ-a1ðb; b þ xÞ by (2.6)(ii). These are l1 ¼ 4v0 
 4v8; l2 ¼ 4v3 

4v20; l3 ¼ 4v15 
 4v18; l4 ¼ 4v17 
 4v11; l5 ¼ 4v4 
 4v13; l6 ¼ 4v16 
 4v7 and l7 ¼
4v10 
 4v2: For any yAI ; b þ yAa1ðb; b þ aÞ-a1ðb; b þ xÞ and so I ¼
S7
i¼1 G0ðciÞ:
Therefore jI j ¼ 15 as asserted in part (i).
By inspection and Oð3:4Þ we have
(4.3.1) liAa1ðb; ljÞ for all jai and
(4.3.2) G2ðli; lj; lkÞa| for any fi; j; kgAff1; 2; 3g; f1; 4; 5g; f1; 6; 7g;
f2; 4; 6g; f2; 5; 7g; f3; 4; 7g; f3; 5; 6gg:
Let yAI : Then y is collinear with every point in I\fyg by (4.3.1) and fy þ
zjzAI\fygg contains exactly 7 lines by (4.3.2) with y þ zAa1ðy; y þ aÞ-a1ðy; y þ xÞ
and y þ zAa1ðy; y þ z0Þ for every z; z0AI\fyg; y þ zay þ z0: Appealing to (2.7)
implies that y þ aAa12ðy; y þ xÞ and then it follows that I ¼ ðD1ðyÞ-fa; xg>Þ,
fyg; which proves part (ii).
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Let G0ðliÞ ¼ fb; yi; zig: In Ox we may let x þ b ¼ 4vN þ 4v14: Then by O(3.3), for
any i ¼ 1;y; 7 we may suppose x þ yi ¼ 4vm þ 4vn and x þ zi ¼ 4vm 
 4vn for some
man; m; nefN; 14g: By (4.3.1) the duads underlying x þ yi and x þ yj are disjoint
for iaj: For any fi; j; kgAff1; 2; 3g; f1; 4; 5g; f1; 6; 7g; f2; 4; 6g; f2; 5; 7g; f3; 4; 7g;
f3; 5; 6gg we have G2ðx þ yi; x þ yj; x þ ykÞa| and G2ðx þ zi; x þ zj; x þ zkÞa|
because fyi; yj; ykg ¼ G0ðyi þ yjÞ and fzi; zj; zkg ¼ G0ðzi þ zjÞ by (4.3.2) and (2.5).
By O(3.4) and the fact that GxxxþbðD210M222Þ is transitive on octads containing
fN; 14g we may suppose x þ y1 ¼ 4v0 þ 4v8; x þ y2 ¼ 4v3 þ 4v20 and x þ y3 ¼
4v15 þ 4v18: Since x þ y4Aa1ðx; x þ yiÞ for i ¼ 1; 2; 3; the duad for x þ y4 is one
of the horizontal duads in O2,O3 (see O(3.5) for the deﬁnition of a horizontal
duad). Therefore we may suppose, without loss, that x þ y4 ¼ 4v11 þ 4v17:
Then x þ y5 ¼ 4v4 þ 4v13 by O(3.4). Similarly the duad for x þ y6 is one of
the other 6 horizontal duads in O2,O3: So without loss of generality, let
x þ y6 ¼ 4v7 þ 4v16; whence x þ y7 ¼ 4v2 þ 4v10 by O(3.4) again. Therefore
fx þ y j yAIg is the set P of 15 vectors deﬁned in O(3.4), as required for
part (iii). &
Whenever we encounter the situation described in Lemma 4.3(iii), we shall identify
fx þ y j yAIg and P:
Theorem 4.4. Let xAD12ðaÞ:
(i) D12ðaÞ is a Ga-orbit.
(ii) jfa; xg>j ¼ 15:
(iii) jD12ðaÞj ¼ 29:34:52:11:23:
(iv) GaxD½215ð21þ6  24ÞA8 with GxaxDð21þ6  24ÞA8 and jGax-QðxÞj ¼ 215:
Proof. Let bAfa; xg> with b þ xAa12ðb; b þ aÞ: Choosing b0AD1ðbÞ such that b þ
b0Aa1ðb; b þ aÞ-a3ðb; b þ xÞ; we have tðb; b0ÞAGa and tðb; b0Þ interchanges the two
points in G0ðb þ xÞ\fbg by Lemma 3.2. Combining this with Lemma 3.9(i) and
(2.3)(i) yields that D12ðaÞ is a Ga-orbit.
Next we establish part (ii). Let I ¼ ðD1ðbÞ-fa; xg>Þ,fbg be as in Lemma 4.3.
If HpGxx is the stabilizer of fx þ y j yAIg ¼ P; then HDð21þ6  24ÞA8 by
Lemma 4.3(iii) and O(4.1). The orbits of H on G1ðxÞ are described in O(4.1).
Suppose, for a contradiction, that jfa; xg>j415: Then there exists b0Afa; xg>
with x þ b0eP: First assume x þ b0A½7; 8; 0; 0P,½3; 8; 4; 0P,½1; 12; 2; 0P :
Then there exists yAI with x þ yAa1ðx; x þ b0Þ: So yAD1ðb0Þ by (2.5)(ii). Therefore
b0AI by Lemma 4.3(ii), whence x þ b0AP by Lemma 4.3(iii). This con-
tradiction means that x þ b0e½7; 8; 0; 0P,½3; 8; 4; 0P,½1; 12; 2; 0P : Thus we
must have x þ b0A½0; 7; 0; 8P,½0; 6; 1; 8P : So we can choose zAI with x þ
zAa3ðx; x þ b0Þ; which contradicts Lemma 4.2. Therefore jfa; xg>j ¼ 15 and so
part (ii) holds.
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From Lemma 3.9(ii) jD1ðaÞj ¼ 2:34:52:23 and so, using part (ii) and (2.3)(ii),
jD12ðaÞj ¼
2jD1ðaÞjja12ðb; b þ aÞj
15
¼ 2:2:3
4:52:23:27:3:5:11
15
¼ 29:34:52:11:23:
Finally we consider part (iv). From parts (i) and (iii), jGaxj ¼ 232:32:5:7: By part (ii)
and Lemma 4.3(iii) fx þ y j yAfa; xg>g may be identiﬁed with P as deﬁned in
O(3.4). Put H ¼ StabGxx ðPÞ (with Gxx DCo2 appropriately identiﬁed). Clearly Gax
must leave fx þ y j yAfa; xg>g invariant and therefore
GxaxpHDð21þ6  24ÞA8
by O(4.1). Now QðbÞxx D210 by Lemma 3.10. Hence, since ½QðbÞx : QðbÞxap2; K :
¼ QðbÞxxa is an elementary abelian subgroup of H of order at least 29: Because
b þ xAa12ðb; b þ aÞ; GbabðbþxÞD21023ðL3ð2Þ  2Þ by (2.9) and consequently
Gabx=O2ðGabxÞDL3ð2Þ: Put L ¼ Gxabx: Then L=O2ðLÞDL3ð2Þ: Observe that K is a
normal subgroup of L: Now the largest possible order of an abelian subgroup of
O2ðHÞD21þ6  24 is 28 and so K4/ O2ðHÞ: Thus LO2ðHÞ=O2ðHÞ is a 2-local
subgroup of H=O2ðHÞDA8DL4ð2Þ and so, by properties of
L4ð2Þ; LO2ðHÞ=O2ðHÞD23L3ð2Þ: Since 15 j jGaxj we then deduce that Gxax covers
H=O2ðHÞ: Also we have jK-O2ðHÞjX26 and so jGxax-O2ðHÞjX26: Noting that
K-O2ðHÞ4/ 21þ6; the H-chief factor structure of O2ðHÞ forces Gxax ¼ H: Therefore
GxaxDð21þ6  24ÞA8 and hence jGax-QðxÞj ¼ 215:
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.4. &
Lemma 4.5. Let xAD22ðaÞ and suppose y1; y2Afa; xg> with y1ay2: Then
y1AD1ðy2Þ,D22ðy2Þ:
Proof. We have
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Suppose y1eD1ðy2Þ: So x þ y1Aa2ðx; x þ y2Þ,a3ðx; x þ y2Þ: If x þ y1Aa12ðx; x þ y2Þ;
then aAD1ðxÞ by Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.4. This is impossible because
xAD22ðaÞDD2ðaÞ: Also x þ y1ea3ðx; x þ y2Þ by Lemma 4.2. Therefore x þ
y1Aa22ðx; x þ y2Þ and so y1AD22ðy2Þ by deﬁnition. &
Lemma 4.6. Let xAD22ðaÞ and yAfa; xg>: Then y þ xAa22ðy; y þ aÞ:
Proof. Since dða; xÞ ¼ 2; y þ xAa2ðy; y þ aÞ,a3ðy; y þ aÞ by (2.5)(ii). By deﬁnition
there exists bAfa; xg> with b þ xAa22ðb; b þ aÞ: If y ¼ b we are done. So suppose that
yab: By Lemma 4.2, y þ xea3ðy; y þ aÞ: Also y þ xea12ðy; y þ aÞ by Lemma 4.3 and
Theorem 4.4 because b þ xea12ðb; b þ aÞ: Hence y þ xAa22ðy; y þ aÞ as required. &
Lemma 4.7. Let xAD22ðaÞ and bAfa; xg>: For any yAfa; xg> define Jy :¼ fa; xg>-
D1ðyÞ: Then the following hold:
(i) jJyj ¼ 30 for all yAfa; xg>;
(ii) if J ¼ SfJy j yAðfa; xg>-D1ðbÞÞ,fbgg; then jJj ¼ 63 and for each zAJ; JzDJ;
and
(iii) the set fx þ y j yAJg may be identified with the set S defined in O(3.6).
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 b þ xAa22ðb; b þ aÞ: Without loss of generality, we may suppose
that b þ x ¼ 4vN þ 4v14 and b þ a ¼ 2vO1 in Gb: By (2.7)(ii) there are 15 lines in G1ðbÞ
lying in a1ðb; b þ xÞ-a1ðb; b þ aÞ: These are l1 ¼ 4v0 
 4v8; l2 ¼ 4v3 
 4v20; l3 ¼
4v15 
 4v18; l4 ¼ 4v3 
 4v15; l5 ¼ 4v20 
 4v18; l6 ¼ 4v3 
 4v18; l7 ¼ 4v20 
 4v15; l8 ¼
4v0 
 4v3; l9 ¼ 4v0 
 4v20; l10 ¼ 4v0 
 4v15; l11 ¼ 4v0 
 4v18; l12 ¼ 4v8 
 4v3; l13 ¼
4v8 
 4v20; l14 ¼ 4v8 
 4v15; l15 ¼ 4v8 
 4v18: Let G0ðliÞ ¼ fb; yi; zig for i ¼ 1;y; 15:
Then yi; ziAfa; xg>-D1ðbÞ by (2.5)(ii). Since any point in Jb is incident with li for some i
and b is any point in fa; xg> we have part (i).
We prove parts (ii) and (iii) together. Let y; zAJb: By O(3.2)
(4.7.1) yAD1ðzÞ if the duads for b þ y and b þ z are disjoint in Ob; and yAD22ðzÞ if
the duads intersect in exactly one element.
By (2.5) and Lemma 4.6,
(4.7.2) yAD1ðzÞ if and only if x þ yAa1ðx; x þ zÞ and yAD22ðzÞ if and only if x þ
yAa22ðx; x þ zÞ:
In Gx we may let x þ b ¼ 4vN þ 4v14: Since yi and zi are collinear with the same
line in G1ðbÞ;G2ðx þ b; x þ yi; x þ ziÞa| for each i: So we may suppose that x þ yi ¼
4vm þ 4vn and x þ zi ¼ 4vm 
 4vn for some m; nAfN; 14g; man: Since x þ
y1Aa1ðx; x þ y2Þ-a1ðx; x þ y3Þ and x þ y2Aa1ðx; x þ y3Þ; by (4.7.1) and (4.7.2) we
may take x þ y1 ¼ 4v0 þ 4v8; x þ y2 ¼ 4v3 þ 4v20 and x þ y3 ¼ 4v15 þ 4v18: Since x þ
yiAa1ðx; x þ y1Þ-a22ðx; x þ y2Þ-a22ðx; x þ y3Þ for i ¼ 4; 5; 6 and 7, the duad for x þ
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yi lies in : Also x þ y4Aa1ðx; x þ y5Þ-a22ðx; x þ y6Þ-a22ðx; x þ
y7Þ; x þ y5Aa22ðx; x þ y6Þ-a22ðx; x þ y7Þ and x þ y6Aa1ðx; x þ y7Þ: So we may
assume, without loss, that x þ y4 ¼ 4v3 þ 4v15; x þ y5 ¼ 4v18 þ 4v20; x þ y6 ¼ 4v3 þ
4v18 and x þ y7 ¼ 4v15 þ 4v20: Now x þ yi ði ¼ 8;y; 15Þ are forced by their
relationship to x þ y1;y; x þ y7 to be as follows: x þ y8 ¼ 4v0 þ 4v3; x þ y9 ¼
4v0 þ 4v20; x þ y10 ¼ 4v3 þ 4v15; x þ y11 ¼ 4v0 þ 4v18; x þ y12 ¼ 4v3 þ 4v8; x þ y13 ¼
4v8 þ 4v20; x þ y14 ¼ 4v15 þ 4v8 and x þ y15 ¼ 4v8 þ 4v18:
Recall that yAJb: By inspection we see that jJb-Jyj ¼ 13: Let O ¼ O1 in Ox: Then
(4.7.3) for all y0AJy\Jb the octad underlying x þ y0 is O:
Notice ﬁrst that y0AD22ðbÞ by Lemma 4.5 and so x þ y0Aa22ðx; x þ bÞ by Lemma
4.6. Therefore, in Gx; x þ y0 is a vector with non-zero entries lying in some octad O0
containing the duad fN; 14g: Suppose, for a contradiction that O0aO: Since x þ
yAa1ðx; x þ y0Þ; the duad for x þ y lies in O0: So jO-O0j ¼ 4: Choose zAJb with
x þ zAa1ðx; x þ yÞ (such a z exists by inspection). Then the duad for x þ z is disjoint
from O0 by (4.7.1) and hence x þ zAa12ðx; x þ y0Þ by O(3.2) and (2.7). However we
now have a contradiction to Lemma 4.5 because z; y0Afa; xg>: Therefore O ¼ O0; so
proving (4.7.3).
By part (i) and the fact that jJb-Jyj ¼ 13 we have 16 points in Jy\ðJb,fbgÞ and so
fx þ z j zAJy\ðJb,fbgÞg is the set of all vectors in a22ðx; x þ bÞ-a1ðx; x þ yÞ with
underlying octad O by (4.7.3). Letting y vary through Jb we obtain all 32 vectors in
a22ðx; x þ bÞ with underlying octad O: Hence jJj ¼ 1þ 30þ 32 ¼ 63 and fx þ
y j yAJg is the set of vectors S described in O(3.6). &
Again, given the circumstances of Lemma 4.7(iii), we shall identify fx þ y j yAJg
and S:
Theorem 4.8. Let xAD22ðaÞ:
(i) D22ðaÞ is a Ga-orbit.
(ii) jfa; xg>j ¼ 63:
(iii) jD22ðaÞj ¼ 27:32:5:11:23:
(iv) GaxD½21621þ8Sp6ð2Þ with GxaxD21þ8Sp6ð2Þ and jGax-QðxÞj ¼ 216:
Proof. Let bAfa; xg> be such that b þ xAa22ðb; b þ aÞ: We may argue as in
Theorem 4.4 to show that D22ðaÞ is a Ga-orbit.
Turning to part (ii), let J ¼ SfJyjyAðfa; xg>-W1ðbÞÞ,fbgg be as in Lemma 4.7,
and put H ¼ StabGxx S: Then HD21þ8Sp6ð2Þ by Lemma 4.7 and O(4.2) with the H-
orbits of G1ðxÞ listed in O(4.2). If jfa; xg>j463; then there exists b0Afa; xg> such
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that x þ b0eS: So
x þ b0A½7; 56; 0; 0S,½1; 20; 10; 32S,½0; 30; 1; 32S:
By Lemma 4.7(ii) b0eD1ðyÞ for all yAJ and so x þ b0A½0; 30; 1; 32S: This
possibility is untenable by Lemma 4.2, and so we conclude that jfa; xg>j ¼ 63:
Employing 2.3(ii) and Lemma 3.9(ii) gives
jD22ðaÞj ¼
2jD1ðaÞjja22ðb; b þ aÞj
63
¼ 2:2:3
4:52:23:25:7:11
63
¼ 27:32:52:11:23:
Thus parts (ii) and (iii) hold.
Now we prove part (iv). Appealing to (2.9) gives Gabx=O2ðGabxÞDS6: By parts (i)
and (ii) we have jGaxj ¼ 234:34:5:7: From part (ii) and Lemma 4.7(iii)
GxaxpH :¼ StabGxx SD21þ8Sp6ð2Þ:
Using Lemma 3.10 we see that K :¼ QðbÞxxa is an elementary abelian subgroup of
order at least 29 and clearly K is normal in L :¼ Gxabx: Because 25 is the largest
possible order of an abelian subgroup of O2ðHÞ; jKO2ðHÞ=O2ðHÞjX24 whence,
63 j jGaxj and the structure of Sp6ð2Þ; yields that Gxax covers H=O2ðHÞ and
jK-O2ðHÞjX24: It now follows that Gxax ¼ H and so part (iv) holds. Thus Theorem
4.8 is proven. &
Theorem 4.9. Let xAD32ðaÞ:
(i) D32ðaÞ is a Ga-orbit.
(ii) jfa; xg>j ¼ 1:
(iii) jD32ðaÞj ¼ 213:34:52:11:23:
(iv) GaxD½211210L3ð4Þ2 with GxaxD210L3ð4Þ2 and jGax-QðxÞj ¼ 211: Moreover,
GaxpGabx where fbg ¼ fa; xg>:
Proof. Letting bAfa; xg> be such that b þ xAa3ðb; b þ aÞ; we have that tðb; aÞ
interchanges the two points in G0ðb þ xÞ\fbg by Lemma 3.2. Thus (i) holds by
Lemma 3.9(i) and (2.3)(i). Part (ii) follows directly from Lemma 4.2. Then using
Lemma 3.9(ii) and (2.3)(ii)
jD32ðaÞj ¼ 2jD1ðaÞjja3ðb; b þ aÞj
¼ 2:2:34:52:23:211:11 ¼ 213:34:52:11:23:
Since fa; xg> ¼ fbg by part (ii), GaxpGabx: From ð2:9ÞGabx=O2ðGabxÞDL3ð4Þ2:
While Lemma 3.10 gives QðbÞxx D210: Because tðb; xÞ doesn’t ﬁx a and
tðb; xÞAQðbÞ-QðxÞ we deduce that QðbÞxxaD210: In view of the subgroup structure
of GxbxD2
10M222; the only possibility is that G
x
axD2
10L3ð4Þ2: Therefore, as jGaxj ¼
228:32:5:7 by parts (i) and (ii), part (iv) is proven. &
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In the remainder of this section we delve into the question of adjacency between
points in D2ðaÞ:
Lemma 4.10. There exists c; dAG0 such that cAD12ðaÞ and dAD22ðaÞ-D1ðcÞ: Also
(i) jG0ðc þ dÞ-D12ðaÞj ¼ 2;
(ii) c þ dA½7; 8; 0; 0P and d þ cA½7; 56; 0; 0S;
(iii) the 7 lines in fc þ bjbAfa; cg>-D1ðdÞg form a projective plane in P; and
(iv) for any bAfa; cg>-fa; dg> and yAfa; dg>-D1ðbÞ we have b þ yAa1ðb; b þ
cÞ,a12ðb; b þ cÞ:
Proof. We ﬁrst remark that for any D1ðaÞ there exist l; kAG1ðbÞ with lAa12ðb; b þ
aÞ; kAa22ðb; b þ aÞ and lAa1ðb; kÞ: Therefore such points c and d exist with cAD12ðaÞ
and dAD22ðaÞ-D1ðcÞ:
Since ceD1ðaÞ; d þ ceS: Suppose d þ cA½1; 20; 10; 32S and let bAfa; dg>-D32ðaÞ:
Then tðd; bÞAGad and tðd; bÞ interchanges the two points in G0ðd þ cÞ\fdg:
Therefore Lemma 3.8 implies that c þ d lies in a Gac-orbit of G1ðcÞ of size
m ¼ 2jD
2
2ðaÞj:j½1; 20; 10; 32Sj
jD12ðaÞj
:
Using O(4.2) and Theorems 4.4(iii) and 4.8(iii) we see that 5[m: However, all the
Gac-orbit sizes are divisible by 5; whence we conclude that d þ ce½1; 20; 10; 32S: A
similar argument shows that d þ ce½0; 30; 1; 32S and thus d þ cA½7; 56; 0; 0S:
Therefore there exists bAfa; cg>-fa; dg>: If G0ðc þ dÞ ¼ fc; c0; dg; then b þ
c0Aa12ðb; b þ aÞ by Rowley and Walker [10, Lemma 4.3(ii)]. So c0AD12ðaÞ from which
(i) follows. Using the sizes of D12ðaÞ;D22ðaÞ and ½7; 56; 0; 0S we have that c þ d lies in a
Gac-orbit of size 120 by Lemma 3.6, which therefore must be ½7; 8; 0; 0P and we have
shown part (ii).
For (iii) let P be as in O(4.1) and c þ d ¼ 4v22 þ 4v19: Then fc þ
bjbAfa; cg>-D1ðdÞg is the set of seven vectors 4vN þ 4v14; 4v074v8; 4v374v20 and
4v1574v18:These clearly form a projective 2-space in P:
Turning to (iv), let S be as in O(4.2). If bAfa; cg>-fa; dg>; then, without loss of
generality, we may suppose that d þ b ¼ 4vN þ 4v14 and d þ c ¼ 4v11 þ 4v17: Then
for all yAfa; dg>-D1ðbÞ; we have d þ yAH2 (see O(4.2)). So d þ yAa1ðd; d þ
cÞ,a12ðd; d þ cÞ and thus b þ yAa1ðb; b þ cÞ,a12ðb; b þ cÞ; as required. &
Lemma 4.11. Let cAD12ðaÞ and lAG1ðcÞ with lA½3; 8; 4; 0P,½1; 12; 2; 0P,
½0; 7; 0; 8P,½0; 6; 1; 8P : Then there exists an element in Gac interchanging the two
points in G0ðlÞ\fcg:
Proof. First suppose that lA½0; 7; 0; 8P,½0; 6; 1; 8P : By deﬁnition there exists
bAfa; cg> with c þ bAa3ðx; lÞ: So tðc; bÞ interchanges the two points in G0ðlÞ\fcg
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by Lemma 3.2. Using Lemma 3.2 again we have tðc; bÞAGa because b þ aAa12ðb; b þ
cÞ: So tðc; bÞ is the required element of Gac because tðc; bÞAGc by deﬁnition.
By Theorem 4.4(iv) we may suppose that the Gac-orbits on G1ðcÞ are as described
in O(4.1). Let lA½1; 12; 2; 0P : We may assume that l ¼ 4v17 þ 4v22: For k ¼ 2vO3 we
have kAa3ðc; lÞ-½7; 8; 0; 0P : Hence jG0ðkÞ-D12ðaÞj ¼ 2 and there exists bAfa; cg>
with c þ bAa1ðc; kÞ by Lemma 4.10. Let yAG0ðkÞ-D12ðaÞ with yac: We have
yAD1ðbÞ and so tðc; yÞ ¼ tðb; cÞtðb; yÞ by Lemma 3.3. Therefore tðc; yÞAGa-QðcÞ
and tðc; yÞ interchanges the two points in GðlÞ\fcg by Lemma 3.2, as required.
Finally let lA½3; 8; 4; 0P ; we may assume that l ¼ 4v3 þ 4v15: Let
k ¼ : By deﬁnition kAa3ðc; lÞ-½7; 8; 0; 0P : We can now argue
as in the case when lA½1; 12; 2; 0P ; and so the lemma is proved. &
Lemma 4.12. There exist c; dAG0 such that cAD12ðaÞ and dAD32ðaÞ-D1ðcÞ: If
fa; dg> ¼ fbg; then
(i) c þ dA½1; 12; 2; 0P and d þ cAða1; d þ b;
Þ;
(ii) b is the unique point in fa; cg>-fa; dg>; and
(iii) jG0ðc þ dÞ-D32ðaÞj ¼ 2:
Proof. For any b0AD1ðaÞ there exist x; yAD1ðb0Þ with b0 þ xAa12ðb0; b0 þ aÞ; b0 þ
yAa3ðb0; b0 þ aÞ and b0 þ xAa1ðb0; b0 þ yÞ by Rowley and Walker [10, Appendix].
Therefore such points c and d exist with cAD12ðaÞ and dAD32ðaÞ-D1ðcÞ: By O(4.1) all
Gac-orbit sizes of G1ðcÞ are divisible by 5: Since deD1ðaÞ;Lemma 4.10 implies that
c þ dA½3; 8; 4; 0P,½1; 12; 2; 0P,½0; 7; 0; 8P,½0; 6; 1; 8P : Thus, using Lemma 4.11
we may appeal to Lemma 3.8 which together with the sizes of D12ðaÞ and D32ðaÞ given
in Theorems 4.4(iii) and 4.9(iii) implies that d þ c must lie in a Gad -orbit of G1ðdÞ
whose size is divisible by 5. So
d þ cAða1; d þ b;
Þ,ða12; d þ b;þÞ,ða12; d þ b;
Þ
by O(4.4). Suppose that d þ cAða12; d þ b;þÞ: Then, by Lemmas 3.8 and 4.11, c þ d
lies in a Gac-orbit of size
jD32ðaÞj:29:3:5
2:jD12ðaÞj
¼ 212:3:5:
This is impossible by O(4.1).
Next we assume that d þ cAða12; d þ b;
Þ: Similarly to the previous case c þ d lies
in a Gac-orbit of G1ðcÞ of size 210:3:5:7: This again is untenable because no such Gac-
orbit exists. So d þ cAða1; d þ b;
Þ and hence bAD1ðcÞ: Thus part (ii) follows by the
uniqueness of b in fa; dg>:
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Let G0ðc þ dÞ ¼ fc; c0; dg (and note that c0AD1ðbÞ). Since b þ aAa12ðb; b þ cÞ-
a3ðb; b þ dÞ [10, Lemma 5.9(iii)] implies that b þ c0Aa3ðb; b þ aÞ; whence c0AD32ðaÞ as
required for part (iii). Finally by Lemma 3.8 and Theorems 4.4(iii) and 4.9(iii) c þ d lies
in a Gac-orbit of G1ðcÞ of size 25:3:5:7; which must be ½1; 12; 2; 0P : &
Lemma 4.13. Let cAD12ðaÞ and let c þ dA½3; 8; 4; 0P : Then jfa; cg>-fa; dg>j ¼ 3
and G0ðc þ dÞDD12ðaÞ:
Proof. Let c0AG0ðc þ dÞ\fcg: Because c þ dA½3; 8; 4; 0P ; (2.5) implies that
jfa; cg>-fa; dg>j ¼ 3: By Theorem 4.4(ii), c0eD1ðaÞ and so c0AD2ðaÞ: If
c0eD12ðaÞ; then c þ c0 A½7; 8; 0; 0P,½1; 12; 2; 0P by Lemmas 4.10(ii) and 4.12(i),
contrary to c þ c0 ¼ c þ dA½3; 8; 4; 0P : Thus c0AD12ðaÞ and the lemma holds. &
Lemma 4.14. Let cAD22ðaÞ and lAG1ðcÞ with lA½1; 20; 10; 32S,½0; 30; 1; 32S: Then
there exists an element in Gac interchanging the two points in G0ðlÞ\fcg:
Proof. By deﬁnition there exists bAfa; cg> with c þ bAa3ðc; lÞ: Hence tðc; bÞ
interchanges the two points in G0ðlÞ\fcg and ﬁxes a by Lemma 3.2. Since
tðc; bÞAGc; we are done. &
Lemma 4.15. There exist c; dAG0 such that cAD22ðaÞ and dAD32ðaÞ-D1ðcÞ: If
fa; dg> ¼ fbg; then
(i) c þ dA½1; 20; 10; 32S and d þ cAða1; d þ b;þÞ;
(ii) the unique point in fa; dg> also lies in fa; cg>; and
(iii) jG0ðc þ dÞ-D32ðaÞj ¼ 2:
Proof. For any b0AD1ðaÞ there exist x; yAD1ðbÞ with b0 þ xAa22ðb0; b0 þ aÞ; b0 þ
yAa3ðb0; b0 þ aÞ and b0 þ xAa1ðb0; b0 þ yÞ by Rowley and Walker [10, Appendix].
Therefore such points c and d exist with cAD12ðaÞ and dAD22ðaÞ-D1ðcÞ: By Lemma
4.10 and the fact that deD1ðaÞ; c þ dA½1; 20; 10; 32S,½0; 30; 1; 32S:
Suppose c þ dA½0; 30; 1; 32S: By Lemma 4.14 we may appeal to Lemma 3.8 which
together with the sizes of D12ðaÞ and D32ðaÞ implies that d þ c must lie in a Gad -orbit of
G1ðdÞ whose size is
2:jD22ðaÞj:29:32:7
jD32ðaÞj
¼ 24:7:
This is impossible by O(4.4). Hence c þ dA½1; 20; 10; 32S and by a calculation
similar to that above d þ c lies in a Gad -orbit of G1ðdÞ of size 42, whence d þ
cAða1; d þ b;þÞ by Oð4:4Þ and jG0ðc þ dÞ-D32ðaÞj ¼ 2: &
Lemma 4.16. Suppose cAD22ðaÞ and dAD22ðaÞ-D1ðcÞ: Then c þ dAS:
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Proof. By Lemmas 4.10 and 4.15 c þ de½7; 56; 0; 0S,½1; 20; 10; 32S: Suppose that
c þ dA½0; 30; 1; 32S : Then there exists bAfa; cg> with bAD32ðdÞ: Using Lemma 4.15
(with a; c and d replaced by d; a and b respectively) we obtain the contradiction
cAfa; dg>: Therefore the only possibility is that c þ dAS by Oð4:2Þ: &
Lemma 4.17. Let cAD32ðaÞ with fa; cg> ¼ fbg: Assume that lAG1ðcÞ and
lAða12; c þ b;þÞ,ða12; c þ b;
Þ,ða22; c þ b;þÞ,ða22; c þ b;
Þ,ða3; c þ b;71Þ,ða3;
c þ b;73Þ: Then there exists an element in Gac interchanging the two points in
G0ðlÞ\fcg:
Proof. If lAða3; c þ b;71Þ,ða3; c þ b;73Þ; then lAa3ðc; c þ bÞ and tðc; bÞ is the
required element of Gac by Lemma 3.2. Let lAða12; c þ b;þÞ,ða12; c þ b;
Þ,ða22; c þ
b;þÞ,ða22; c þ b;
Þ: By Oð5:1Þ; there exists kAða1; c þ b;þÞ with kAa3ðc; lÞ:
Appealing to Lemma 4.15, there exists yAG0ðkÞ with yAD32ðaÞ and yac: We have
tðc; yÞ ¼ tðb; cÞtðb; yÞ by Lemma 3.3. Therefore tðc; yÞAGa-QðcÞ and tðc; yÞ
interchanges the two points in G0ðlÞ\fcg by Lemma 3.2. This completes the proof
of the lemma. &
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